Outcome of the IHI JU Science and Innovation Panel on ideas submitted for potential IHI topics

Reference number of the idea: N° TI_001207

Developing a standard protocol to share personal activity and medical data with personal medical devices and software

Overall opinion

The submitted idea was: “to develop a standard protocol to share personal activity and medical data, with personal medical devices and software, in order to have a personal data cloud where European citizens can give access to personal medical devices/software from different brands/companies, to obtain value from the data that devices collect, analyse and upload, or to share the data with this devices or software.”

The opinion of the SIP members is that data-sharing is indeed an important topic and is needed to help patients and healthcare personnel in the near future, but it was unclear how this idea differentiates or complements the European Health Data Space (EHDS). The exact problem statement and scientific questions seem to be lacking, which makes it more an implementation issue than a scientific project. At this stage, the currently formulated idea is not yet mature for obtaining a favourable opinion from the SIP.